Race Academy

Two programs are available for those wishing to
obtain their race license in order to participate in
sanctioned racing by completing part of the qualifications to apply for an ASN Canada FIA National B
license.

Scrutineering

CASC OR scruitineer’s will be on site to inspect
race cars in accordance with CASC requirements on Friday and Saturday.

Lapping

For driving enthusiasts, there will be 2 days to
get the Winter cobwebs out starting on Friday
the 28th on the Pro Track and finishing off on
Saturday on the Fabi Track. We have planned
for 2 hours of track time using appropriate
groups throughout the day (driver meeting at
8:30 so we can arrange groups; track opens at
9:00 and runs to 5:00).
Cost:
One day: $200 (Friday or Saturday)
Two days: $350

Testing (for racers)

In conjunction with the lapping sessions, there
are separate groups for closed-wheel race cars
and open-wheel cars starting on Friday the 28th
on the Pro Track and finishing off on Saturday
on the Fabi Track. We have planned for 2 hours
of track time using appropriate groups
throughout the day (driver meeting at 8:30,
track opens at 9:00 and runs to 5:00).
Cost:
One day: $200 (Friday or Saturday)
Two days: $350
All prices are plus HST.

If you have further
questions,
please email
info@brackdriving.com
or call
416 255 4222

Program 1
For those drivers with extensive advanced driving
experience, a one-day program on Friday the 28th
starting at 8 am and running to 5 pm. Your day
begins with on-track observation, race exercises,
classroom session and ends with a written exam.
Drivers wishing to apply for this abbreviated program need to provide a summary of their
advanced driving experience to Brack Driving
Concepts with their application form by April 14,
2017 at the latest, in order for us to approve your
enrollment.
The car you use must have a passenger seat with
identical restraint systems but does not have to be
a race car.
Cost: $500
Program 2
This program is for all drivers wishing to obtain
their qualifications to apply for a race license.
Some advanced driving experience is recommended for the best outcome.
This is an intensive three-day program, starting on
Friday at 8 am and running to 5 pm with classroom
sessions, skid pad exercises, and a written exam.
We continue with two more full days on Saturday
and Sunday with on-track driving and exercises. A
coach is in your car for both days giving input on
skills to prepare you for participating in driving
events where a race license is required.
Early registration is encouraged to ensure your enrollment as space is limited. The car you use must
have a passenger seat with identical restraint systems but does not have to be a race car.
Cost: $825
Successful completion of the Race Academy provides drivers with the qualifications to apply for an
ASN Canada FIA National B license. Drivers wishing
to race at the first CASC OR race on May 10th
should have their application form completed in
advance of this program (i.e. medical) so that they
can submit a complete form immediately following
this school.

